Members of the ALDH gene family are lens and corneal crystallins.
Many of the major lens proteins, known as crystallins, responsible for the structural integrity and functional utility of this visual tissue have been previously shown to be recruited proteins. This phenomena of a protein that is expressed and functions elsewhere acquiring a new function in another tissue has been termed 'gene sharing'. It is now becoming obvious that the cornea of vertebrates has similarly acquired proteins, and that at least one corneal protein, ALDH3 belongs to a gene family that has been previously identified as a lens crystallin. The recognition that both lens and corneal crystallins exist is a novel concept that has implications that involve the process by which multifunctional gene products have evolved. Members of the ALDH gene family function in both the cornea and lens as crystallins and the acquisition of multifunctionality by this gene family is unique. Based on our analysis we have deduced a supragene family relationship between the thiol protein esterases, aldehyde dehydrogenases, and the taxon-specific crystallins. Evolution of a complex organ such as the vertebrate eye is not a sequential and gradual process such as the Darwinian Giraffe's neck, since the eye can provide selective advantage only as a complete organ. Catastrophic theory proposes that the complex vertebrate eye with its lens, and focussing mechanism arose from the primitive eye spot which contained originally only the photoreceptor system by a one step event. In the evolution of the vertebrate eye it is evolutionarily plausible that several pre-existing proteins have been recruited to perform a structural role for this complex organ. It is also incumbent in evolutionary thought that any inherent enzymatic activity associated with this protein would be purely an incidental addition to the organ. However, the fact that most of these have pyridine nucleotide binding capacity, which is presumed important in giving protection from UV exposure, is noteworthy. Finally, to construct the vertebrate eye in one step from the existing visual pigment system such as the eyespot of unicellular organisms the following criteria would apparently be advantageous: (1) high water solubility; (2) transparency; and (3) common genetic regulatory elements (e.g. promoters/enhancers). Although it is an important observation that certain members of the aldehyde dehydrogenase gene family are present as structural proteins in the cornea and lens, it is not surprising that the phenomenon of gene sharing extends to another ocular tissue such as the cornea. In this context, it will be interesting to note if similar multifunctional gene products will be found as frequently in organs other than the eye.